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HQ Economic Crime Unit
action.fraud@lancashire.pnn.police.uk ref
POLICE U/34514/07/FA RE: FRAUD OFFICE ref no Net 6563898002702 –
Action Fraud report NFRC170301793603.
Lancashire Constabulary Headquarters Saunders Lane
Hutton Preston PR4 5SM date 02.08.2017
Dear Sir… whilst still awaiting email contact from you, OUR 2nd RESPONSE
1. 2nd demand for a subject access request on the audit of paper trail and ie who is your superior
officer that you refer?? AND are you or he/she members of any MASONIC LODGE
2. You reference to ‘criminal’ complaints in inverted commas like there has been nothing
criminal taken place… I would like to see you in our shoes and try to get to grips with that
statement yourself. Such as it is why did the fraud office identify FRAUD?
3. You also like others defer such matters to a solicitor whom are at the centre of our allegations
of fraud alongside the criminial BAR association inclusive of Judges etc. Making clear without
such legal representation the case is closed!!!! PROTECTING MASONIC /BAR RACKETEERING.
4. DC 2082 I take it, stands for ‘detective’ constable.. if so.. then why is it that an investigative
‘detective’ cannot ascertain from the outset, from the submissions made that the living beings
requiring lawful assistance are not resident in the UK address of 31 Cherry Tree Rd BLACKPOOL
where it would be pointless communicating by letter to there, causing additional delays and
frustrations or was that intentional on your part? YOU WERE SUPPLIED OUR EMAIL ADDRESS
WHERE U NOT? I assume your powers of detection, knowing you hold a warrant for my arrest
must have realised writing to that address would not find us too easily????? SO WHY DO IT???
5. Are you saying that a JUDGE committing a fraud upon the court by Judging in his own cause
is a civil matter and not criminal and so can conduct such a crime under the color of law as a
civil matter ruining 2 peoples lives on route, LEAVING an arrest warrant LIVE on the system.
6. I object profusely to your dismissal letter which is an insult and I would demand lawfully you
enter into open and honest email dialogue to route out the enemy within the frauds being
condoned by the POLICE or so it appears! mike@rake.net – www.opg.me – 07763906847
7. Before I issue a writ of mandamus compelling you to do your public duty lawfully I again reiterate there has been FRAUD, THEFT, MALADMINISTRATION leading to INTERNATIONAL
PERSECUTION, that remedy lies not within legal advice ie a solicitor but by lawful investigation
demanded here! Is PERSONAGE & BARRATRY also CRIMINAL I man, demand answers.
8. YOUR wilful misfeasance demonstrated in your letter has
not gained anything but contempt and one would
suggest you take a more investigative role to complete
the task at hand before being tarred and feathered with
the same masonic brush that runs through your
establishment! STILL AWAITING email contact… here..
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